TWO MESSAGES OF THE MOTHER ON AUROVILLE

“A centre of accelerated evolution where man must begin to change his world by means of the power of the inner spirit”

“Auroville is created to realise the ideal of Sri Aurobindo who taught us the Karma Yoga”

November 24th marks the anniversary of Sri Aurobindo’s pivotal spiritual realisation in 1926. From this date onwards, Sri Aurobindo and the Mother worked tirelessly to achieve the conditions for a more conscious humanity. The City of Dawn is the flower of this vision, and a concretization of the energies launched on 24 November 1926.

Auroville’s dynamic realizations have already influenced and inspired the world!

The Township’s first need was to heal the land. Today, the land is again the urgent priority! Vital acres and crucial plots are needed to protect and manifest the vision, ideal, and promise!

Auroville is a cradle for the future!
To fulfill its role, its physical body needs to be complete!

Join the A4A action and help Auroville complete its body - the land!
Acres for Auroville - land for the City Area surrounding the Matrimandir

Please specify ACRES FOR AUROVILLE for your donations:
via the Auroville Unity Fund (checks/bank transfers) or via the dedicated button at www.auroville.com/donations/ For more information, see COLAAP www.colaap.org
or the Auroville International center of your country www.auroville-international.org
Also on COLAAP: “GreenAcres” - the campaign for land in the Greenbelt

The Mother’s quotes: August 3rd, 1968 and March 27th, 1973